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Considering today’s business environment that emphasizes data, information, and knowledge as essential components of an organization’s resource, database management has quickly become an integral part of many business applications. Information systems development activities enable many organizations to effectively compete and innovate. New database and information systems applications are constantly being developed. Examples of new applications include data warehousing, data mining, OLAP, data visualization, visual query languages, and many more.

Similar to previous advances in database research volumes, we are once again proud to present a compilation of excellent cutting-edge research, conducted by experts from all around the world. This volume, Contemporary Issues in Database Design and Information Systems Development, is a collection of the latest research-focused chapters on database design, database management, and information systems development for researchers and academicians. It is also designed to serve technical professionals in the industry with hopes in enhancing professional understanding of the capabilities and features of new database and information systems applications, and forthcoming technologies.
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Parallel Programming in OpenMPMorgan Kaufmann, 2000
"This book will provide a valuable resource for the OpenMP community."

- Timothy G. Mattson, Intel Corporation


"This book has an important role to play in the HPC community-both for introducing practicing professionals to OpenMP and for educating students and professionals about parallel programming. I'm happy...
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Windows Server 2008 R2 Remote Desktop Services Resource KitMicrosoft Press, 2010

	In-depth and comprehensive, this official Microsoft RESOURCE KIT delivers the information you need to plan, deploy, and administer Remote Desktop Services in Windows Server 2008 R2. You get authoritative technical guidance from those who know the technology best-leading industry experts and members of the Microsoft Desktop Virtualization...
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UNIX® User's Handbook, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2001
UNIX end-users desperately need an up-to-date reference guide  with real depth: one that teaches UNIX commands and doesn't just list them! In  UNIX User's Handbook, second edition,  best-selling UNIX author Marty Poniatowski covers every topic UNIX users need to  master-with exceptional clarity...
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ZBrush Character Creation: Advanced Digital SculptingSybex, 2011

	A stunning, content-rich update to this top-selling ZBrush guide!


	This second edition of ZBrush Character Creation has been fully updated for ZBrush 4, the newest version of this fascinating and popular 3D sculpting software. ZBrush enables users to create detailed organic models using a brush-based toolset and...
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Writing Fiction For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	5o, you want to write a novel? Great! Writing a novel Is a worthwhile goal.
	It'll challenge you, stretch you, and change you. Getting It published will
	gain you respect from your family and friends, and It may even earn you a bit
	of fame and money.


	But respect, fame, and money aren't the only reasons for writing a...
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Finance for Non-Financial Managers (Briefcase Books Series)McGraw-Hill, 2003
A Complete Introduction to Financial Reports--What The Numbers Mean, How to Use Them to Improve Your Business
Financial reports speak their own language, one that many managers have trouble translating. Finance for Non-Financial Managers clears the confusion, helping you to understand the information contained in...
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